
Sharia Compliant Investment Program for Telecoms 

A Zakat-based investment plan tied to mobile phone usage 

  
The Gift that Keeps Giving 
 



Islamic SIM Card 

Sharia Compliant Investment Program with Zakat 

Making the case - Sharia investment plan 

  

Major Benefits for MNOs 

  

•Effective from day 1  

•No distribution or set-up costs  

•Focus on Islamic subscribers; 1.5 Billion Potential Users world-wide.    

•Can be used with no restrictions. The Technology base is agnostic—can be 

used together with both Islamic SIM Cards and/or Smart Phones, apps.   

•Can work with Premium Islamic content; voice, data traffic, Premium SMS text 

capture service for both voice and data  

•Increases user loyalty  

•Increases ARPU  

•Easy Integration with the MNO’s billing server  

•Targets Prepaid card users 

•Zakat (charity) built into the program for Sharia Compliance 



Islamic SIM Card 

Sharia Compliant Investment Program with Zakat 

Major Benefits for Users 
  

1. Engage with the Program and earn free air time! 

  

2. Zakat built into each transaction! 

  

3. As Hardware or Application, can be used with: 

• Smart Phones 

• Feature Phones 

• Tablets 

  

4. As an Application, can be used with: 

• Voice Traffic 

• Data Traffic 

  

5. Superb product for enhancing prepaid service,  

    which is 75% of a huge overall market. 



Islamic SIM Card 

Sharia Compliant Investment Program with Zakat 

The telecom business provides a powerful medium to 

capture micro-payments through customer usage.   
 

The Sharia Compliant Investment Program with Zakat 

improves customer loyalty by adding value to the mobile 

experience.   

The Program increases company revenues through a 

recurring investment program tied to customer traffic, 

allowing the MNO to return to customers free air time from 

ongoing investment profits.    



Islamic SIM Card 

Sharia Compliant Investment Program with Zakat 

Available with both Islamic SIM cards and regular smart 

phone applications, this program provides the Telecom 

(MNO) with a compelling strategy to: 
 

 

 • Increase customer traffic and 

improve customer loyalty using a 

Sharia Compliant investment 

scheme.    

• The program helps Zakat-based 

principles of “ethical through 

giving” by each subscriber. 

 



How does the program work? 

Profit Projections 
  
The following section highlights the benefits of our program, using a flexible 

spreadsheet that allows users to change variables for different outcomes.  For 

purposes of this simplified presentation, we highlight important parts of the 

program, and lead viewers through several important variables to study the 

program in greater depth. Attached to the Powerpoint presentation is a stand-

alone Excel file that allows users to modify variables to fit their unique business 

model.   



The Gift that Keeps Giving 
 
An MNO Islamic Investment Program with Zakat:  The Ethical Program For Adding Air Time and Increasing 
Customer Loyalty 
The program enjoys the following advantages: 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

* Zakat is one of the pillars of Islam, discussed in both the Qur’an and the Hadith literature.  It is the practice of charitable giving by Muslims based on 
wealth, and is an obligation for all who are able to do so.   The giving of the Zakat is considered a means of purifying one’s wealth and soul through 
redistributing wealth with a particular interest in the poor and dispossessed.   It is considered to be a personal responsibility for Muslims to ease 
economic hardship for others and eliminate inequality.   
  
Conservative estimates of annual Zakat is estimated to be 15 times the total of all global humanitarian aid contributions. 

• Added customer satisfaction through an investment program that rebates investment profits with 
added air time 

• Increased revenues and profitability to the MNO.   

• Customer interest leading to increased usage and growth in the MNO’s subscriber base 

• Greater long term customer loyalty—a lower “churning” rate at the MNO 
• An Ethically based Sharia Compliant Investment Program that is global, 

diversified, and consistent with the strictest interpretation of Islamic Law.  
Certified and audited by the Sharia Review Bureau (SRB) and based in the 
GCC, SRB is a leading independent provider of Sharia Solutions for the 
investment community and related products. 

*Zakat—ethical giving—is built into  the investment program, giving each subscriber a means to support 
Islamic charities with each communication*  

Islamic SIM Card 

Sharia Compliant Investment Program with Zakat 



The Process--Step by Step 
 
The MNO deducts small, recurring micro-payment from customers on the ordinary telecom 

they receive, based on one or more of the following: 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

At the end of each month, the MNO invests monthly micro-payments into the Sharia 

Compliant Investment Program for each subscriber.  By matching each monthly payment to a 

customer ID in our system, we track and invest these micro-payments in a diversified, global 

Sharia Compliant investment fund with monthly liquidity. 

How does the program work? 

• Monthly, recurring payments from the MNO’s billing system 

• Per use – for text messages 

• Prepaid Cards-flat fee from each prepaid card 

• Set Annual Amount – example: $1-2 USD, or a fixed percentage, per annum 



The Process--Step by Step 
 
The MNO deducts small, recurring micro-payment from customers on the ordinary telecom 

they receive, based on one or more of the following: 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Starting in month 12, and each quarter thereafter, we return net profits in the investment 

program to the MNO.  The MNO returns profits from the investment to the customer in the 

form of additional air time/phone upgrade, etc.. 

The program continues each month thereafter, with quarterly recurring investments, and 

payments returned to the telecom based on a choice/combination of profits and principal 

investment (to be determined by the MNO).  

Zakat is deducted automatically on behalf of each customer, each year, based on capital 

gains, and delivered to the MNO’s designated regional Zakat Charity Authority. 

How does the program work? 



Assumptions—customer base 
The program starts with 5 million users, with customers added each month 
using a formula that increases/decreases users each month thereafter. 

How does the program work? 



Assumptions—customer base 
 At the end of year 5 we assume approximately 7 million users 

How does the program work? 



Assumptions—customer base 
Funds collected each month and are invested in a diversified, Sharia Compliant 
Global Investment Program, managed by Artex  

How does the program work? 



Assumption—Portfolio Returns 
The investment program generates an annualized return of 7%, before fees 

How does the program work? 



Assumptions—charge per year/per user 
For Each subscriber, the MNO directs into the Sharia Compliant Investment 
Scheme an average of $1.50 USD per year, derived from charges on Telecom 
services provided on 
 
 Islamic content 
 Premium SMS flow 
 Voice/Data traffic 
 1 min Rounding charges 

How does the program work? 



Portfolio Fees 
Fees to manage the portfolio are 2.5% per year; Fees for performance are 20%; 
the MNO and the plan's associated  content/service producers participate in 
the ongoing management fee revenues. 

How does the program work? 



Assumptions—Zakat 
Each year, we pay the Zakat, a Charitable Obligation, totaling 2.5% of net 
profits 

How does the program work? 



Assumptions—Zakat 
Net Assets accumulate from portfolio profits and accumulated revenues from 
each subscriber.  
The MNO returns a percentage of these Net Assets to subscribers in the form 
of added air time.   

How does the program work? 



Assumptions—Assets Earned; Assets Returned.  Subscribers earn free Air 
Time 
 
In our example, at the end of Year One, profits and accumulated Net Assets 
total almost 9 million USD.   
 
The MNO can choose to return these accumulated assets to subscribers in the 
form of Free Air Time.  On average, this translates to an additional 15-18 
minutes of free Air Time each year.   

How does the program work? 



As we see in this example, even as profits are rebated to the customer in 
additional air time, the MNO’s stake grows substantially over time.  
 
Forced micro-savings AND investment profits combine to ensure the MNO 
increases revenues over time. Importantly, the MNO can utilize some or all of 
the funds in the last column, if it so wishes, to increase the rebate to its 
subscribers. These assets are owned and controlled by the MNO, not the 
subscriber.  
 
The granted air time rebates are returned back to the MNO as customers make 
use of them to communicate with their peers.   

How does the program work? 



In this example, at the end of year 5, the MNO has accumulated net assets of 
almost $50 million, after paying out substantial free air time to its subscribers; 
and received almost $9 million USD in profits; increasing his ARPU over his 
regular telecom traffic from the same sales volumes!  
 

How does the program work? 



Assumptions—Philanthropy allocation 
The MNO has the option to allocate a part or all of the accumulated net assets 
to charitable causes.  The MNO controls all assets, and all decisions. 

How does the program work? 



The Sharia Compliant Investment Program for MNOs 
 The Gift that Keeps Giving 

How does the program work? 



How does the program work? 

A Word About The Investment Strategy 
  

Our investment program is one of the few diversified global investments available today offering a 

fully diversified global portfolio, in a regulated fund format, that is Sharia Compliant according to 

the strictest conditions and oversight.  Annual Sharia Audits are conducted by SRB, based in 

Jeddah and Bahrain. 

 



Quick-facts about our Philosophy of Investing: Structure and Strategy 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Investors, even seasoned market professionals, are poor at market timing.  Investors tend to buy too late in the 

cycle, and sell too early.  Why?  It’s all about market psychology and human behavior.  Most investors fear they 

are missing out on a rising market, so they jump in, buy and “join the crowd.” Then, when signs of volatility 

appear, these same investors panic and sell at just the wrong time, rather than thinking for the long term. What 

is required to succeed is an investment structure that helps investors avoid their own worst tendencies…a 

discipline that forces them to make regular investment decisions, depending less on luck or emotion than on 

discipline. With our program, investment structure is the key, not market timing. 

If timing is a problem, finding the perfect strategy for investing is an even larger 

hurdle. Most investors make single investments, rather than smaller recurring 

contributions to their portfolios. The result is lower performance than it would be 

if smaller micro-investments were made weekly, monthly, or quarterly. Our 

program is a disciplined approach to buy small amounts at regular intervals, 

regardless of the market condition, and at different price points in the life cycle of 

an investment, giving savers greater possibilities to turn seemingly insignificant, 

small investments into meaningful fortunes. We believe it’s far less important 

WHAT you invest in, than HOW you invest. 

In the end, a disciplined approach to investing and a proper methodology for 

investing, plus the flexibility to make smaller regular contributions to the portfolio 

over time, can make a huge difference in wealth creation. Our program 

accomplishes both goals simultaneously. We believe Telecoms can provide an 

important new investment vehicle to accomplish this goal. 

How does the program work? 



General Observations On Investing 

1. “Forced Savings” is one of the most important roads to wealth creation. Most investors buy and 

sell on emotion, and usually end up with disastrous results. Doing what is against your nature, 

can help you create enormous wealth and opportunity.    

 

 2. Dollar cost averaging (DCA) is a term used by professional money managers. It 

means buying a regular amount of an asset—stocks, bonds, etc… at a regular time interval. 

Buying in this disciplined manner, and consistently at each time period, is smart because 

investors ignore the highs and lows of markets—those tricky places where emotions usually 

beat common sense. Ignoring emotions when investing is the key.   

 

3.  Disciplined, consistent, recurring purchases over time reduces portfolio volatility. 

 

4.  Regular, consistent, recurring purchases over time increases portfolio returns. 

 

5.  And, historically, stocks are one of the few investments that grows over time, so with stocks, 

“The trend is your friend.” Take advantage of this advantage. The odds are in your favor if you 

invest with discipline and intelligence. 

 

6. Find the perfect investment structure for making Micro Savings Plans work best.  

  

TELECOMS ARE A WONDERFUL STRUCTURE FOR REGULAR INVESTMENT SAVINGS 

PLANS….yet no telecom is using this approach. 

  

Telecoms can and should be in the investment management business in this way--increasing 

returns, revenues and profits in an area that is not normally associated with this industry. 

Telecoms are a “perfect fit” for micro-investing. 



General Observations On Investing 

Take a look at the following remarkable analysis showing the power of 

Dollar Cost Averaging (DCA). 

  

Assumptions: We assume two different investors and strategies for investing. 

  

1. An investor pays 10,000 to buy the S&P 500 Index in the year 2000—but 

he pays only once, at the beginning, and holds his investment until over 

the next 170 months, until early 2014. 

 

2. An investor divides his 10,000 investment into 170 equal payments, and 

invests one payment of 59 Euros each month starting in the year 2000, 

until early 2014. 

  

Which investor profits most from his strategy?   

  

        Most assume it’s the first investor, who is able to capture the longest 

time of investing.    

  

        But, in fact, it’s the second investor who invest small amounts regularly.  

Performance return more than doubles, even with small investment 

amounts! 

  

        Micro-investing using a disciplined, well thought strategy, is clearly a 

great way to create wealth. 

  

BUT, amazingly, not many investment structures allow for such opportunities.  

Telecoms can be a powerful structure for this type of strategy.  The story 

is compelling.  Telecoms need to see the opportunity, and take 

advantage of this approach, using its unique method of investing 

recurring payments from subscribers.   

 



Return Analysis 



Sharia Compliant Investment Program for Telecoms 

A Zakat-based investment plan tied to mobile phone usage 

  
The Gift that Keeps Giving 
 


